
EVALUATION OF STUDENTS WITH OTHER HEALTH IMPAIRMENTS 
 
Other health impairment means having limited strength, vitality, or alertness, including a 
heightened alertness to environmental stimuli, that results in limited alertness with respect to 
the educational environment, that is due to chronic or acute health problems such as asthma, 
attention deficit disorder or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, diabetes, epilepsy, a heart 
condition, hemophilia, lead poisoning, leukemia, nephritis, rheumatic fever, sickle cell anemia, 
and Tourette syndrome; and adversely affects a child’s educational performance.  
34 CFR, §300.8(c)(9) 
 
The multidisciplinary team that collects or reviews evaluation data in connection with the 
determination of a student's eligibility based on other health impairment must include a 
licensed physician. 19 Texas Administrative Code § 89.1040.  
 
Initial Referral  
 
When assessing a student suspected of having health impairments that interfere with their 
education, assessment staff should review the referral data, including information from the 
school nurse and attendance data. Observe the child to determine how the suspected health 
impairment is impacting educational performance. Based on the outcome of observations and 
review of data it may be determined that behavior scales such as Conners, ADDES, or BRIEF 
should be given to provide summary information to the physician.  If information indicates the 
student has a health impairment that may interfere with education, the Physician Diagnostic 
Information Report form should be sent or faxed as soon as possible.  All sections of the form 
must be completed by the physician with the exception of functional implications. It is 
preferable that the physician complete the functional implications, however, the assessment 
staff may address this issue in the FIIE if the physician does not. All sections of the FIIE must be 
completed. Information from the physician should be reported in the physical section of the 
FIIE, as well as information from the nursing evaluation if appropriate. Texas Administrative 
Code requires input from a physician before meeting the criteria of other health impairment.  

 

Sociological information should include information from parent, particularly if attention or 
behavior is a concern.  This is should include any outside activities the child currently 
participates in or currently struggles with or has participated in or struggled with in the past.   

 

Assessment personnel will give an intelligence test and an achievement test to determine 
current levels of intellectual and academic functioning.  

 



Things to consider:  

1. Limited strength, vitality, or alertness, including a heightened alertness must be due to a 
chronic or acute health problems, not instruction above or below their cognitive or 
performance level.  

a. Can the child perform or stay on task at a lower level of instruction? 
b. Can the child perform or stay on task at more challenging level of instruction? 

2. Limited strength, vitality, or alertness, including a heightened alertness must be due to a 
chronic or acute health problems, not lack of interest in specific classes or school in 
general.  

a. Does the child demonstrate these characteristics outside of the educational 
environment? 

b. Does the child demonstrate these characteristics on the playground or with a 
group of friends? 

3. Limited strength, vitality, or alertness, including a heightened alertness must be due to a 
chronic or acute health problems, and adversely affects a child’s educational 
performance. 

a. Input from a variety of school sources should be considered, including teachers, 
grades,  K, 1 & 2 reading assessments, when appropriate, state assessment,  
discipline,  and attendance data.  

Reevaluations 

LEA needs to complete a REED to plan evaluation. Best practice, a minimum of two cohesive 
evaluations should be completed before reviewing existing evaluation data is substituted for 
formal/informal assessment. If further assessment is needed, LEA needs to send notice of FIE 
and obtain consent for FIE.  

When completing a review of existing evaluation data, the group of qualified professional may 
see a need for specific areas of assessment to determine the child’s needs in the area(s) of 
academics, adaptive behavior, social behavior, transitional /vocational or other needs.  

The physician should be given the opportunity for input but it is not required for continued 
eligibility conditions.  

Additional Resource:  

Other Health Impairment: Eligibility Criteria Under the IDEA and Section 504 
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